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The Sugarcreek Photography Gallery serves as one of the region’s newest art venues, located in 

the quiet village of Bellbrook, Ohio.  Its well-lit walls display the works of many of the Miami 

Valley’s most skilled and renowned photographers.  In fact, the gallery is quickly gaining a 

reputation for astonishing first-time visitors with an amazing array of photographic works on 

canvas, metal, as well as traditional matted and framed prints, all presented in a comfortable 

gallery setting.  

 

The gallery’s ten photographers offer a variety of subjects and styles, from vivid Dayton skylines 

and iconic landmarks, stop-action wildlife shots, subtle landscapes and quiet waterscapes, 

graceful dancers in urban ruin, stunning still life prints, western monotone scenes, beautiful 

digital artistry, plus much more. In all, over 300 framed prints adorn their gallery walls with 

another 200 ready-to-frame prints displayed for additional browsing.  The Sugarcreek 

Photography Gallery makes decorating your home, office, or business an easy affair. 

 

In addition to being great photographers, the group offers tons of experience producing prints on 

various materials, in different sizes, and most of them have large inventories of additional images 

if you’re looking for something a little different.  

 

(optional content) In their first month, the gallery owners happily shared several notable 

customer comments such as: “Your gallery is a treat for the soul and the eyes,” and “Looking at 

these prints gives me a continual feeling of happiness.” 

 

(optional content) The gallery currently sells the works of Lloyd Greene, Bob Hawkins, Laura 

James, Beth Larsen, Judd Plattenburg, Jeff Smith (Art of Frozen Time), Bill and Marty Welch (A 

Natural Selection), Susan Willin, and Bill Woody 

 

The gallery, located at 15 W. Franklin St, Bellbrook, opens its doors every Thursday, Friday, and 

Saturday 3:00 pm to 7:00 pm.  Visitors can also schedule a special appointment by texting or 

calling 937-317-0170.   
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